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Nü-shu is the secret script developed by Chinese women of the Huan province in XVII century. Inspired by this unique experience in which women try to find a room of their own, the research attempts to map the stories of the women of the digital design epopea, visible in old fading pictures but forgotten by the official storytelling as other minorities. Although the research is mainly focused on the female personalities, it works on a broader systematic level and critic reinterpretation of the history of almost the last five decades of the relationship between Information Communication Technologies and design their impact on the media culture of our society.

Further more, the project faces the challenge of writing a historiography of recent years, in which documental and primary sources are affected by digital obsolescence and a sort of history black hole – as stated by Google engineer Vinton Cerf – never seen before, questioning the very concept of digital memory.

Ongoing outcome:
Guest editor, with F.E. Guida of the monographic issue of PAD journal 23/2022: Digital Memories

Call for paper (28 March 2022): https://www.padjournal.net/new/call-for-articles-pad-21-2/
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